
How can we, 4.3 and 4.4 help 
Amorim Cork recycle, reuse or 

compost cork by 2025 to ensure 
it meets APCO standards?

Amorim the 
Company

Sustainability

Money

Cork, the product

What species of 
cork tree are 

there?

Are there different 
species of cork 

tree?

Can we change 
the composition of 

cork?

Why is cork 
so important?

Can you 
shrink cork?

Can you 
break cork?

Why does 
cork float?

Why does cork 
take so long to 
break down?

What is the 
compostiion of 

cork?

Does cork 
absorb smell?

How long has 
Amorim been 

around?

Who is the 
founder of 
Amorim?

What countries 
does Amorim 

supply cork to?

Who do they 
already partner 

with?

Who could they 
partner with?

What product are 
already recycled?

How are they 
recycled?

Could there be a 
bin for cork?

Who would make 
the bin?

How can we 
recycle cork?

How can we get 
people to stop 

putting cork in the 
red bin?

How much money 
is a single cork?

How much does it 
cost to make a 

cork?

Why are corks 
so light?

What products are 
made from cork?

Can we put 
recycled cork into 

shoes?

How will we make 
sure Amorim still 

make a profit?

Could we make 
cork safe to eat?

If we added water 
would it break 
down faster?

How can we 
reuse cork?

Could cleaned 
corks be reused in 

bottles?

Can animals 
eat cork?

How long does it 
take for the cork to 
travel to Australia 

from Portugal?

Does ‘Amorim’ 
mean something?

Can we make 
fertiliser from 

cork?

What are the 
ingredients in 

fertiliser?

Could APCO help?

Could there be a 
recycle refund for 

cork?

Could we get 5c or 
10c when we 

recycle the corks?

Could cork be 
used for the sole 

of the shoe?
Which company 

would make this?

Could Amorim sell 
old corks to 
someone to 

reuse?

How much would 
people pay for old 

corks?

How much money 
does Amorim lose 

in old corks?

What happens 
to them?

What makes the 
corks unusable?

What are the 
benefits of cork 
trees in the wild.

Are there other 
cork companies?

What do other 
countries do with 

their left over 
cork?

Are there other 
countries that 
recycle cork?

Which countries 
already recycle 

cork?

How do other 
countries recycle 

cork?

How much does 
Amorim Cork 

make each year?

Who invented 
the cork?

How has it been 
used in history?

When was is first 
used in the top of 

a bottle?

Does breaking the 
cork up help it to 

compost?

What is the process 
to make a cork?

Is there a limit to 
how much bark you 
can take from the 

cork tree?

Can we sell them 
in the shops?

Could they be 
used inside sports 

balls?

Could they be 
used for 

educational 
purposes?

How can we make 
it easier for cork to 

break down 
without hurting 

the environment?

Can we buy a 
machine to 

process the corks 
into a reusable 

product?

Which bin do 
people put their 

corks in?

Why is Amorim 
Cork in Australia?

Could there be 
cork in Nerf 

bullets?

Why do APCO 
have these new 

rules?

Can you cut 
cork up?Does cork 

desolve?

Does cork burn?

Do animals use 
cork in their 

environment?
Can we make 

animal houses out 
of cork?

How do we work 
out who would 
recycle cork?

Could you use the 
same machine that 

recycles plastic 
with cork?

Could we put cork 
in paint ball 

bullets?

Could Amorim 
fund some 

incentives to 
recycle cork like 

$1 discount when 
you return 5 

corks?

How long would it 
take to get the 
bins to people 

around Australia?

Who would 
manage the bins?

How long would it 
take to collect 
enough corks?

How long would 
we have to recycle 
the corks to make 
a difference to the 

environment?

Why does it have 
to be done by 

2025?

Can we ask for 
more time?

Can you combine 
cork with another 
material to make 
something else?

Amorim Cork


